
In the business of benefits, plenty of notices are required. Somebody has to manage the 

process of printing, collating, stuffing envelopes and mailing. It can be done by your highly 

paid team of benefits administration pros — OR — it can be accomplished efficiently and 

cost effectively by print/mail experts. 

Why not eliminate print/mail headaches and papercuts with one easy decision? Take control, 

save time and money, and limit risk by outsourcing all or part of your print/mail process.

Timely, Compliant & Trackable 
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Learn how to automate your 
benefits communication process.

Travisoft can get you started quickly 
with no start-up costs and no monthly 
volume requirements. You simply pay 
for what you use!

 Take control. 

Using our print fulfillment services doesn’t mean giving up control — it means taking control.  

Customize your orders and track progress with ease.

» Choose to outsource some or all of your communications.

» Customize your instructions with include/exclude features.

» Control exactly which type of letters to send for each employer.

» Specify which documents require letter attachments, Proof of Mailing or return envelopes.

» Enjoy complete flexibility to disable letters from printing at any time, cancel a letter for a particular individual, 
and reschedule that letter at a later date. 

» Know the status of all print files and view, download or print reports at any time.

 Save money and time.  

With our print fulfillment services, you can reduce overhead and increase profit — all while saving time. 

» Free your team from the grueling burden of print/mail. Your time is too valuable!

» Generate and schedule letters in advance or on demand.

» Enjoy fast turnaround — often within 24 hours. 

» Save money with a pre-sorted bulk mailing rate and one all-inclusive fee.

» Minimize your office expenses for paper, envelopes, printer ink and equipment.

» Enjoy complete oversight and insight, while we take care of every detail.

 Limit risks. 

Travisoft’s health insurance-tailored print fulfillment services make compliance simple.  

Our secure, HIPAA-compliant facility keeps your documents safe throughout the process.  

» Required notices go out on schedule according to your instructions  
with the postal services you specify.

» Automated options eliminate human error. 

» Secure FTP files are expunged after printing. 

» Our facility is fully audited and SSAE 16 certified.

Why wait another day?

http://www.travisoft.com/print-fullfillment
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